
SprayMop Master Professional SMM40V, SMM40PPolyStatic Professional Mops PCM403, PSM400

Standard Specification
Model Bottle Pad Size Mop Type Fixing Weight Dimensions (H)

SMM40P
400ml 400mm Nylostripe

Pocket
1.1kg 1400mm

SMM40V Velcro

Standard Specification
Model Bottle Pad Size Mop Type Fixing Weight Dimensions (H)

PCM403 -
400mm PolyStatic Velcro 1.1kg 1400mm

PSM400 400ml

SpinTec colour coded rotating system on all models

Simple pocket mop changing 
system (SMM40P)

DTK8 kit

SMM40V
SMM40P

Simple detachable bottle  
for easy filling

There are an increasing number of 
professional applications for spot 
or maintenance mopping, dedicated 
to keeping a visually good appearance 
to floor surfaces in high profile 
environments.
The SprayMop Master starts with pre-wetting the clean mop before use 
and simply using the on-board liquid spray system to maintain the level of 
dampness needed for the specific application.

The correct flat mopping technique is to always work backwards toward 
the exit so as not to immediately walk over the newly cleaned surface. 
The SprayMop sprays behind the mop head (so it is absorbed as it 
passes over the liquid). This is the correct way to spot clean.

Two systems are available for either Velcro (SMM-40V) or pocket 
(SMM-40P), Nylostripe mop heads both achieving the same high 
standard of performance.

Dust care and control is fundamental to the 
majority of public area cleaning programmes, 
as is spot cleaning when appropriate.  
The PolyStatic DISPOSABLE mop system, 
offers the best of both worlds whilst being fully 
cost controlled.
The PolyStatic dusters cling to the special PolyMop 40cm cleaning head, held firmly in 
place by our special Xtra Grip Dust mop holder. The mops are 100% polyester, generating 
electrostatic precipitation by the movement over the surface being cleaned, the more you 
use it the better it works. It really does act as a dust magnet which is exactly what you 

want. Eventually the mop duster will be dirty and need replacing, just throw away the 
old and put on the new.

The PolyStatic system has equally been extended to spot cleaning where 
damp cleaning is necessary to ensure the removal of marks such as 

coffee spills, soft drinks, wet feet, etc, something MORE than 
just dust.

See pages 28-29  for full mop kits, holders and mopsSee page 28-29 for full mop kits, holders and mops

PSM400

PCM403

54

PolyStatic is our  
original electrostatic  
dust control material, 100%  
polyester, no added chemical 
impregnations and the more you  
use it the better it works but with  
no chemical residue left on the 
floor surface.

For dust control sweeping the PolyMop 
holder is both efficient and exceptionally 
convenient, anybody can use one anytime, 
so as and when time permits clean, dust 
free floors are quick and easy to achieve 
and are really an extra bonus 
for everybody. 

Easy velcro mop 
attachment


